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QUESTION 1

If a user wanted to install an older version of the Falcon sensor, how would they find the older installer file? 

A. Older versions of the sensor are not available for download 

B. By emailing CrowdStrike support at support@crowdstrike.com 

C. By installing the current sensor and clicking the "downgrade" button during the install 

D. By clicking on "Older versions" links under the Host setup and management > Deploy > Sensor downloads 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the most common cause of a Windows Sensor entering Reduced Functionality Mode (RFM)? 

A. Falcon console updates are pending 

B. Falcon sensors installing an update 

C. Notifications have been disabled on that host sensor 

D. Microsoft updates 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which is the correct order for manually installing a Falcon Package on a macOS system? 

A. Install the Falcon package, then register the Falcon Sensor via the registration package 

B. Install the Falcon package, then register the Falcon Sensor via command line 

C. Register the Falcon Sensor via command line, then install the Falcon package 

D. Register the Falcon Sensor via the registration package, then install the Falcon package 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is TRUE of the Logon Activities Report? 

A. Shows a graphical view of user logon activity and the hosts the user connected to 

B. The report can be filtered by computer name 
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C. It gives a detailed list of all logon activity for users 

D. It only gives a summary of the last logon activity for users 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Why is the ability to disable detections helpful? 

A. It gives users the ability to set up hosts to test detections and later remove them from the console 

B. It gives users the ability to uninstall the sensor from a host 

C. It gives users the ability to allowlist a false positive detection 

D. It gives users the ability to remove all data from hosts that have been uninstalled 

Correct Answer: C 
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